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Sony is no stranger to the Linux platform. Its acquired Linux-based servers, and its adoption of Linux across its platforms, has grown in leaps and bounds. In a bid to keep up with this trend,
Sony has begun to develop Linux-based software. Known internally as Linux-S, this project was unveiled at the Linux World Summit in Barcelona this week. Sony is developing two types of
high-end open source software (OSS) for Linux-based media players - it is developing this software in-house, and it is licensing it on a royalty-free basis to other companies. The software
spans the entire PS3 lifecycle, and includes a set of software and tools for creating and managing configuration, content, data, and user information for these devices. As well as designing
these tools, Sony is also designing these devices using Linux-based hardware. Sony will release a Linux-based multimedia game console in 2006. In my experience, the openSUSE Factory
distribution (openSUSE Tumbleweed) has proven to be pretty stable, especially when using the rolling updates functionality. The openSUSE distribution itself went through extensive tests
at most versions to work even with all kind of hardware and use cases. It is being released on a stable day, and there are no changes in the packages of the current stable version, it is just
the package updates that are being updated, and they are very limited, only bugfixes and larger changes are being merged in. Its not the first time we talk about the App Installer Meeting -
and we are happy to announce that we will continue working on this topic. If you have an Idea how the App Installer Meeting can be improved - let us know - and we will try to implement it.
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